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Introduction. M. Auslander has given, in unpublished notes, an axiomatic

treatment of the classical primary decomposition theory for modules over com-

mutative Noetherian rings. The purpose of this paper is to show that this axiom

scheme may be suitably abstracted and modified so as to include also the recent

Lesieur-Croisot theory [1 -3] of tertiary decomposition in modules over arbitrary

(i.e., not necessarily commutative) Noetherian rings. We do this by developing an

abstract theory of what we call decomposition functors, having both the primary

and tertiary theories as special cases.

Briefly, if A is any ring, a decomposition functor T assigns to a pair (M, N),

consisting of a A-module M and submodule JV, a collection T(M, N) of ideals

in A. This assignment is subject to several axioms which, a posteriori at least,

can be considered as embodying the essential features of the primary and tertiary

decomposition theories. In §§1 and 2 we give the axioms for these decomposition

functors and develop some of their basic properties. The material in these two

sections is, apart from its more general content, a rearrangement and elaboration

of the axioms given by Auslander.

In §3 we summmarize the basic facts concerning the primary and tertiary

theories, and show how these may be defined within the framework of decompo-

sition functors.

Returning to the abstract theory, §4 presents certain results concerning the

comparison of two decomposition functors. In §5 we define the concept of normal

decomposition functors ; the primary and tertiary theories are examples of such

decompositions. Putting together the results of §§4 and 5 we obtain the following

remarkable result : for finitely generated modules over a Noetherian ring, any

two normal decomposition theories coincide, i.e., assign the same set r(M, JV)

of ideals to a pair (M, JV). Using the fact that the tertiary theory is normal, we

conclude that for finitely generated modules over a Noetherian ring, the tertiary

theory is the unique normal decomposition theory. In this sense the tertiary de-

composition theory is the only natural generalization, to arbitrary Noetherian

rings, of the classical primary decomposition theory in commutative rings. This

result answers a question of Goldie's [4, p. 127], and underlines the potential

importance of the tertiary theory for the study of Noetherian rings.
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In §6 we give a certain generalization of the notion of primary submodule.

Here we adopt a somewhat novel point of view: we consider that the property

of being primary is not an absolute property of a submodule, but rather is a

property which a submodule may or may not posses relative to a given decomposi-

tion theory. Thus, if T is a decomposition functor, we say that a submodule N

of M is a T-primary submodule of M if, first of all, N is a F-submodule of M

in the sense that F(M,N) consists of a single ideal, say F(M, N) = {a}, and

secondly, if okM s N for some fc _ 0. In the commutative Noetherian case,

the r-primary submodules are exactly the usual primary submodules; in fact,

in this case the three concepts, T-submodule, T-primary submodule, and primary

submodule, coincide. In general, if all T-submodules are T-primary, we say that

T is a primary or a classical, decomposition theory. We give an example to show

that the tertiary theory is not, in general, a primary decomposition theory. In

this connection we prove the following extension of a result of Lesieur-Croisot :

a normal decomposition functor is primary if and only if A has the Artin-Rees

property relative to T (see §6 for the meaning). Application to the case of

finitely generated modules over a Noetherian ring A yields : A has a primary de-

composition theory if and only if it has the Artin-Rees property. This is another

solution to a problem first posed by Murdoch [5] and solved by Tominaga [6].

The application of this result to commutative Noetherian rings yields a purely

"ideal-theoretic" proof of the so-called Artin-Rees theorem.

We round off §6 by showing that the Artin rings with a primary decomposition

theory are just the direct sums of primary rings. This indicates that, from one

point of view, the Artin-Rees property is a direct generalization of commutativity.

Finally, in §7 we consider briefly several results and examples concerning what

we call classical rings, i.e., Noetherian rings with a primary decomposition

theory.

Two notable examples of classical rings are finitely generated separable R-

algebras, where R is a commutative, Noetherian ring, and maximal orders over

Dedekind rings.

Throughout the paper all rings will be assumed to possess a unit element.

A Noetherian ring means one with the ascending chain condition on left ideals;

and all modules are unitary, left modules.

I am indebted to Professor Maurice Auslander of Brandeis University, and to

the staff of the Parke Mathematical Laboratories, particularly to Dr. Lorenzo

Calabi, for their kind encouragement and assistance in the preparation of this

paper.

1. Admissible categories.  Decomposition functions.   Let A be a ring. A pair

(M,M') is a A-module M, together with a submodule M'. An admissible map,

f: (M, M') -► (N, N') is a monomorphism 0 -> M/M' -+fN/N'. If M' = (0),  we

will write simply  "M" instead  of  "(M, (0))."   An  admissible  map (M, (0))
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-> f (N, (0)) will be written simply as 0 -*■ M -*1 JV. A collection C of pairs and ad-

missible maps is called an admissible category for decomposition theory if the

following axioms hold:

(1) if (M,M')eC, then M and M' are in C (i.e., the pairs (M,(0)), (M',(0))

are in C), together with the inclusion map 0 -» M' -* M;

(2) if MeC, and 0 ->M' ->/M isa monomorphism, then (M,M') and the

map / are in C ;

(3) if iM,M')eC, then M/M' = (M/M',(0)) is in C, and we identify M/M'

with the pair (M,M') by the obvious map;

(4) if (M,Mr) and iN,N') are in C, then so are (M 0 JV, M' 0 JV') and the

inclusions maps 0 -> M -► M ® JV, 0->JV->M©JV.

Axioms (l)-{3) imply that we could just as well consider a category, C", of

modules satisfying the single requirement that if MeC, and 0-> M' -> M-> M"

-> 0 is exact, then M' and M" are in C. We prefer to retain the terminology of

"pairs" as being suggestive of the objects with which decomposition theory is

concerned.

Examples of admissible categories are: the category of all pairs (M,M') and

monomorphisms 0 -» M' -> M; and, if A is a Noetherian ring, the category of all

pairs (M, M') of finitely generated A-modules and monomorphisms 0 ->• M' -> M.

In the sequel we will use (l)-(4) for the most part without explicit mention^).

Let C be an admissible category, and T a covariant functor from C to a cate-

gory A of sets of ideals in A (with the set theoretic inclusions as maps). We say

that T is a predecomposition theory for C (relative to A) if it satisfies the following

conditions:

I. if iM,M')eC, and M is the union of a totally ordered family {Mx} of

submodules containing M', then r(M,M') = \JxT(Ma,M');

II. if M e C, and 0 -* M' -* M -> M " -» 0 is exact, then T(M') s T(M) S F(M')

ur(M');
III. T(M, N) = 0 if and only if M = JV.

For convenience, we will write TiM/N) instead of T(M, N). This notation is

consistent with the identification of (M, JV) and M/N.

Since T is covariant, we have T(M/M') c T(N/N') whenever there is an ad-

missible map 0 -♦ M/M' -* N/N'. It follows from (II) that

TiM/M' 0 N/N') = TiM/M') U r(JV/JV'),

whenever (M, M') and (JV, JV') are in C.

(i) The necessity for introducing such formal considerations as "admissible category" and

"admissible map" lies only in the desire to have a more or less precise description of the domain

of definition of the decomposition theories which we discuss. A potential advantage of this

generality is that the theory is not restricted a priori to a particular situation, for example, to the

case of finitely generated modules.
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Let (M, N) e C. We say that N is a T-submodule of M if T(M/N) consists of a

single element. It is clear that N is a T-submodule of M if and only if (0) is a T-

submodule of M/N. If M'/N is a submodule of AÍ/JV then M'/N is a T-submod-

ule of M/N if and only if (0) is a T-submodule of M/N'/M'/N = M/M', i.e.,

if and only if M' is a T-submodule of M.

We say that a finite set Mu ...,Mk of submodules of M is a T-decomposition

of N in M if:
(a) the M{ are T-submodules of M ;

(b) M¡ O... nMi = N, and no proper subset of the M¡ has JV for its inter-

section ;

(c) for i + j, T(M/M¡) * r(M/Mj).

It is not difficult to verify, using the remarks above, that {M1,...,Mk} is a

T-decomposition of N in M if and only if the collection {Mi/N,...,Mk/N} is

a T-decomposition of (0) in M/N.

Note that a finite collection of submodules M¡ satisfying (a) and (c) is a T-

decomposition of N in M if and only if the map <j> : M/N -* M/M1 © ... © M/Mk

defined by <¡>(M + N) = (f1(M),...,fk(M)), where f¡ is the canonical map/;:M

-> M/M¡, is a monomorphism, but does not remain a monomorphism if some of

the M/M¡ are dropped.

An element (M, N) of C is said to be T-finite if T(M/iV) is a finite set.

Proposition 1.1. Let (M,N) be T-finite, with T(M/N) = {<Xi,...,ak}, and

suppose that Mu...,Mk are T-submodules of M such that r(M/M¡) = {a¡}.

Then {Mi, ...,Mk] is a T-decomposition of N in M if and only if Mi n ... C\Mk

= N.

Proof. If {Mi,..., Mk} is a T-decomposition of N in M, then Mt n ... O Mk=N.

To prove the converse we need only show that no proper subset of the M¡ has N

for its intersection. Suppose that Mt n... C\Mr = N, with r < fc. Then the

map <t> : M/N -» M/Mt © ... © M/Mr described above is a monomorphism.

Hence T(M/N) Ç T(M/Mi © ... © M/Mr) = T(M/Mi) U ... U r(M/Mr)
= {a.i,...,ar}. This contradicts the fact that T(M/N) = {d,...,ctt}. Thus no

proper subset of the M¡ has iV for its intersection, and the proposition is proved.

Proposition 1.2. Let {Mu...,Mk} be a T-decomposition of N in M. Let

T(M/Mi) = {ai},i = l,2,...,fc.   Then:

(a)   T(M/N) = {au...,ak};

(h) T(M¡/N) = {(tu ...,$;,...,ak}, where the circumflex means that a¡ has

been omitted; and

(c)   T([Mi n... rw( n... n Mt]/N) = {a,}.

Proof. Set Ni = M/M¡. We have a monomorphism M/N-* Nt® ... ® Nk,

and so T(M/JV) s T^ © ... ©Nk) = {at.aj. The map M/N-► N,. induces
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a map g¡ :[Mt n ... HMj n ... nMk]/N-+ Nj. Since Min... nMk = N,gj

is a monomorphism. Since Mt O ... n JUT, n ... n Mfc # JV, we have 0 #

r([M! n ... nMyn ... njlfJ/JV) £ r(JV,) = {a;}. Thus

F(Mi n ... nA3r,.n... n Mt/JV) = {a,},

proving (c). Since Mx n ... C\MjC\ ... C\MJN s M/N, we have a,-e T(M/N).

Hence T(M/N) = {eii,...,ak}, proving (a). Finally, consider the exact sequence

0 -» Mi/N -» M/N -*N¡ -* 0. We have r(M/JV)cr(M,./JV)ur(JVí) = r(M¡/JV)u{o,}.

Thus {ai,...,âj, ■■.,ak} £ T(M,/N). On the other hand, we have a monomor-

phism 0 -♦ MJN -* Nt © ... © JV¡ © ... © Nfc so that T(M¡/N) £ T(JVi © ... © JV¡

© ... ©JVfc) = {a!,...,a¡, ...,oJ. Hence r(M,/JV) {a1; ...,S;,..., a^}, and the pro-

position is proved.

The following sequence of results, obtained for the case of the tertiary theory

Lesieur-Croisot [2], is concerned with the 'relative' situation of a chain

N'cz JV <= M of submodules. The study of these relative decompositions is the

key to the connection between ideal theory and the Artin-Rees theorem.

Lemma 1.3. Let R,S be submodules of M such that N = RnS, with

iM,N)eC. If R is a T-submodule of M, then JV is a T-submodule of S, and

T(S/N) = T(M/R).

Proof. We have an obvious monomorphism 0 -*• S/N -» M/R. Thus T(S/N)

£ T(M/R). If R is a T-submodule of M, then r(M/R) consists of a single element,

say a. Then T(S/N) = {a} also, so that JV is a T-submodule of S.

Lemma 1.4. Suppose that JV has a T-decomposition in M, and that S/N

is a nontrivial submodule of M/N. If JV is a T-submodule of S, then there is a

T-submodule R of M such that RnS = N, and T(M/R) = T(S/N).

Proof. Let Mu...,Mk be a T-decomposition of JV in M. Let T(M/M¡) = {a¡}'

i = 1,..., k. Set N¡ = M¡ n S. Then the JV¡ are T-submodules of S by the preceding

lemma, and T(S/N¡) = T(M/M¡) = {a,}. Now A^ n ... n JV^ = JV, and by drop-

ping suitable JV„ we may obtain a subset, say Nt,...,Nr, such that Nt n ... nNr

= JV, and such that no proper subset of the Nu...,Nr has JV for its intersection.

Thus we obtain a T-decomposition of JV in S. Since by assumption, JV is a T-

submodule of S, it follows that r = 1, and hence that JV = Mi nS. We take

R — Mlt and the lemma is proved.

Combining these two lemmas we have:

Proposition 1.5. Let N have a T-decomposition in M, and let S/N be a

nontrivial submodule of M/N. A necessary and sufficient condition that JV be

a T-submodule of S is that there exist a T-submodule R of M such that R nS = JV.

In this case TiS/N) = T(M/R).

Propositon 1.6. Let N have a T-decomposition in M and suppose that S

is a submodule of M containing N. Then there exists a submodule R of M

such that N = RnS with TiS/N) = T(M/R).
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Proof. If S = N, we take R = M. Suppose that S¿ N. Let M„..., Mk be a

T-decomposition of N in M. By the method used in the proof of 1.4 above, we

obtain a T-decomposition Nlt...,Nr of N in S in the form N¡ = M¡C\S,

i = 1,...,r. We have r(S/JV,) = T(M/M¡) = {oj, say, and T(S/N) = {au...,ar}.

Let R = Mi n... nMr. The M,/P are a T-decomposition of (0) in M/R, with

T(M/R/Mi/R) = T(M/M,) = {o¡}. Thus r(M/Ä) = {a„ ..., 0,} = T(S). Evidently

N = R nS, and the proposition is proved.

2. Existence of T-decompositions. From Proposition 1.2 we see that a

necessary condition for N to have a T-decomposition in M is that (M,N) be

T-finite. If, for each T-finite pair (M,N) eC, N has a T-decomposition in M we

say that T is a decomposition theory for C (relative to the given category A of

ideals).

In order to obtain sufficient conditions for T to be a decomposition theory,

we consider the property:

(P): For each aeT(M/N), there is a submodule M' of M containing JV such

that T(M'/M) = {a}.

Proposition 2.1. Let T be a predecomposition theory on C, and suppose

that T satisfies (P). Then T is a decomposition theory on C.

The proof requires a lemma.

Lemma 2.2   Assume that T has property (P). Let (M,N)eC, M =¡¿ N. Sup-

pose that T(M/N) = P U ß, where P,Q are disjoint nonempty subsets ofT(M/N).

If N'/N is a proper submodule of M/N such that T(N'/N) c P, then there is a

. submodule M' of M which contains N', such that T(M'/N) = P, T(M/M') = Q.

Proof. It suffices to assume that N = (0). Then, let F denote the family of

all submodules M' of M such that T(M') £ P.

Since r([jMj) = (jT(Mj) for a totally ordered family M¡ of submodules

of M, it follows, using Zorn's lemma that F has maximal elements. Let M'

be one of them. Since T(M') £ P, and P ï T(M), we see that M' # M, so that

M/M' = M" is a nonzero element of C. Now we observe that in order to prove

the lemma, it is sufficient to show that T(M") £ Q. For suppose that T(M") £ Q.

Then P Uß = T(M) £ T(M') UT(M") £ P Uß, and then it follows that

r(Jlf 0 u T(M") = P u ß. Since P O ß = 0, and since T(M') £ P, r(M") £ Q,

we obtain T(M') = P, and T(M") = ß, the desired conclusion. Thus, to show

that T(M") £ Q, let o e T(M"). By (P), there is a submodule N"/M' of M" = M/M'

such that T(N"/M') = {a}. Then from the sequence 0-> M' -» N"-» JV'/Af ' - 0

we obtain:

T(N") £ T(M') u ríN'/Jlf) = T(M') U {a}.

If a £ Q, then T(N") £ P, since T(N") £ P U ß(= r(JW)) and P and ß are dis-
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joint. But then the existence of this N" contradicts the maximality of M'. Thus

a e Q, and TiM ") £ Q. The lemma is proved.

Proof of 2.1. Again, it suffices to take N = (0). Let M be a T-finite element of C,

with T(M) = {au...,ak}. By property (P), there is a submodule JVt of M such

that r(JVi) = {uj}. By the lemma, there is, for each i = 2,3, ...,k, a submodule

M¡ of M containing JVX such that:

(a) M/M¡eC;

(b) T(M¡) = {als ...,o¡, ....at}, where the circumflex means "omit u;"; and

(c) rXM/Md-fa}.
Again, corresponding to o2, there is a submodule JV2 of M such that T(N2) = {a2}.

Then there is, again by the lemma, a submodule Mx of M, containing JV,, such

that T(My) = {a2, ...,ak}, T(M/M^ = {Oj}. Thus we have constructed a family

{M1,...,Mt} of submodules of M such that:

(1) M¡ is a T-submodule of M, for i = 1,2, ...,/c;

(2) r(M/M() = {aj;   ¿ = l,...,fe.
Now Mj n ... Pi Mfc is a submodule of each M¡, so that T(Mi O ... n Mk) £ T(M¡)

for i = 1,..., fe and so riA^ O ... n Mfc) £ T(JVf t) O... O r(Mt). This latter inter-

section is empty, by (6) above. Hence T(M¡^ n... nMk) = 0 and so Mt n...

nMs = (0). Applying Proposition 1.1, we see that the set {M1;...,Mk} is a

T-decomposition of (0) in M. Hence for any T-finite element MeC, (0) has a

T-decomposition in M, and T is a decomposition theory for C.

I do not know whether the converse of 2.1 is generally true, i.e., whether the

existence of a T-decomposition theory for C necessarily implies that T has pro-

perty (P). However, if the elements of C are T-finite, property (P) follows immedi-

ately by (c) of Proposition 1.2. Thus,

Corollary 2.3. Let T be a predecomposition theory on C. If the elements

of C are T-finite, then T is a decomposition theory for C if and only if T satisfies

(P).

Corollary 2.4. Assume that A is a Noetherian ring, and that the prede-

composition theory T satisfies property (P). Then if (M,N)eC, with M finitely

generated, (M,N) is T-finite.

Proof. It suffices to assume that JV = (0). Suppose that T(M) is not finite.

Since M is Noetherian, the family of T-finite submodules, S, has maximal ele-

ments (this family is not empty, by (P)). Let S be one of these maximal elements.

Let a e T(M), a i TiS). By Lemma 2.2, there is a submodule M' of M such that

S £ M', and T(M') = T(S) U {a}. Thus M' properly contains S and is T-finite.

This contradicts the maximality of S, and proves that T(M) is finite. Combining

these last two results, we have:

Corollary 2.5.   Let A be a Noetherian ring and C an admissible category
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of pairs of finitely generated A-modules. Then T is a decomposition theory on C

if and only ifT satisfies property (P).

We close this section with an example of a predecomposition theory which

is not a decomposition theory.

Let A be a commutative, Noetherian ring, and M a finitely generated A-module.

The support, Supp M, of M is defined in [7, p. 20] as the collection of those

primes p in A for which M« =£ 0. It is quite easy to verify that the functor

(M,N) -* Supp M/N is a predecomposition theory on the category of pairs of

finitely generated modules. Now in [7] it is shown that Supp M is precisely the

set of primes which contain the annihilator of M. Using this fact we will see in

§7 that Supp is a decomposition functor if and only if A is an Artin ring. In fact

we will prove more generally that in any Noetherian ring, A, the functor which

assigns to a pair (M,N) of finitely generated A-modules those primes which

contain the annihilator of M/N is a decomposition theory if and only if A is,

modulo its radical, a finite direct sum of simple rings.

3. The primary and tertiary theories. Let A be a ring, and M a A-module.

An element x of A is said to be an annihilating element for M if xN = (0) for

some nonzero submodule N of M. A (left) ideal a in A is an annihilating (left)

ideal for M if aN = (0) for some nonzero submodule N of M. We will see in §5

that if A is Noetherian, and M is finitely generated, then a left ideal in A is an

annihilating left ideal for M if and only if it consists entirely of annihilating

elements. The annihilator, Ann M', of the A-module M, is the set {x e A | xM=(0)}.

It is clear that Ann M is a two-sided ideal in A.

A (two-sided) ideal p in A is said to be a prime ideal if Im £ p implies either

I £ p or m £ p, where I, m are left ideals in A.

Proposition 3.1. Suppose that A is a Noetherian ring, and that M is a non-

zero A-module. Then the family of annihilating left ideals for M has maximal

elements. Ifty is one of these, then ^3 is a two-sided, prime ideal, and there is

a nontrivial submodule N of M such that ^3 = AnniV' for all nontrivial sub-

modules N' of N. Finally, if M is finitely generated, the set of maximal an-

nihilating ideals for M is a finite set.

Proof. That the family of annihilating left ideals has maximal elements is

clear, since A is Noetherian. Let ty be such a maximal element, and let SfiN = (0)

for some nontrivial submodule JV of M. Then *ß £ Ann JV, and by the maximality

of ^3, *$ = AnnJV. Thus ty is a two-sided ideal. Let N' he a nontrivial submodule

of JV. Then $JV' = (0) so that ^S £AnnJV'. Again, by the maximality of $,

^3 = AnnJV'. Now let Im £ ty; I,m two left ideals in A.

Then ImJV=(0).Ifm/V=(0).thenm sAnnJV=<p.IfmJV#(0),thenIsAnnm/V
= ^3, and I £ ^ß. Thus either 1 or m is contained in ^3 and ^3 is a prime ideal.

That the set of maximal annihilating ideals for M is a finite set when M is finitely
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generated can be deduced immediately from the fact that it is a subset of T(M),

where T is the tertiary decomposition functor discussed below in this section.

However, the following direct proof is interesting. Denote by H the set of maximal

annihilating ideals for M. Let Sß1,^ß2,... he a sequence of elements of H, and let

^3¡ = AnnM¡, i = 1,2,.... Then consider the ascending chain Mt £ Mt + M2

£ Mi + M2 + Mt, £ .... Since M is Noetherian, this chain becomes stationary,

so that there is an n such that Mx + ... + M„ = Mt + ... + M„+p for all p = 0.

Then <px n ... n$„ - Ann (Mi + ... + M„) = Ann(M1 +... + M„+P) = $1 n

... n$„+p for all p = 0. Thus for all fc > n, iß^^n... n<P„, and hence,

since Sßk is prime, ^3t 2 ?P¿ for some index i between 1 and n. Then by the maxi-

mality of ^3;, we have ST3fc = ^3¡. This shows that any sequence of elements of H

contains only finitely many distinct elements, and it follows that H is a finite set.

If o is an ideal in A, we denote by rad a the radical of a, i.e., the intersection

of the prime ideals containing a. It is well known that each element of rad a is

nilpotent modulo a. If A is a Noetherian ring, we can conclude further(2) that

rada itself is nilpotent modulo a, i.e., (rada)^ a for some n. If JV is a sub-

module of M, we define the radical, rad M/N, of JV in M, to be rad M/N =

rad Ann M/N. We say that JV is a primary submodule of M if the annihilating

elements for M/N are contained in rad M/N. This is a direct generalization of

the concept of primary submodule in the commutative case, and specializes to this

latter concept if A is a commutative ring. If JV is a submodule of M, we define

the tertiary radical, ter M/N, of JV in M to be the set of elements of A which are

annihilating elements for all nontrivial submodules of M/N. It is shown in [1,

Théorème 1.1] that ter M/N is an ideal in A, and that if A is commutative,

ter M/N = rad M/N. A submodule JV is said to be a tertiary submodule of M

if the annihilating elements for M/N are contained in ter M/N. It is easy to see

that rad M/N £ ter M/N, using the fact that the elements of rad M/N are nil-

potent modulo Ann M/N ; hence primary submodules are also tertiary submodules.

If A is a commutative ring, tertiary submodules, conversely, are primary; if

A is not commutative, nonprimary tertiary submodules may exist. An example

of this situation is given at the end of this section.

If JV is a tertiary submodule of M, then ter M/N is a prime ideal in A ; this is

proved in [1]. Since primary submodules are tertiary, this shows that the radical

of a primary submodule is also a prime ¡deal, a fact well known in the com-

mutative case.

A submodule JV of M is said to be irreducible if it may not be written as the

intersection of two proper submodules of M, i.e., if JV = JVi O JV2 => either

JVt = JV or JV, = JV. It is well known that if M is Noetherian, each submodule

of M may be written as a finite intersection of irreducible submodules.

(2) By using Levitzki's theorem : a nil ideal in a Noetherian ring is nilpotent. Cf. [8, Theorem

1, p. 199].
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The basic facts concerning the tertiary decomposition theory can now be

summarized. The proofs may be found in the papers of Lesieur and Croisot

to which we have already referred. These results are also, of course, consequences

of the axiomatic treatment, to be given presently, of the tertiary decomposition

functor.

Thus, let A be a Noetherian ring and M a finitely generated A-module. Then

the irreducible submodules of M are tertiary submodules, and any submodule

JV of M may be written as a finite intersection JV = Nt n... r\Nk of tertiary

submodules of M. Further, the decomposition may be chosen to be (i) irredundant,

in the sense that no proper subset of the Ni,...,Nk has JV for its intersection,

and (ii) reduced, in the sense that for N¡ # JV,-, ter M/N¡ ± ter M/Nj. The tertiary

radicals, ter M/N¡, of the JV,-, are prime ideals, and their totality is an invariant

of JV, in the sense that if JV = JVi O ... n N[ is another irredundant, reduced

decomposition of JV into tertiary submodules, then the set {terM/N[| i = 1,..., /}

coincides with the set {terM/JV¡| i = l,...,fe}. It follows immediately that I = k,

so that the length, k, of the decomposition is also an invariant of JV. The

primes occurring as tertiary radicals of the 'components' in an irredundant,

reduced decomposition of JV are called the primes belonging to JV (in M).

Lesieur has shown [3, Théorème 2] that p is a prime belonging to JV in M

if and only if p is an essential residual of M/N, i.e., if and only if there is a

nontrivial submodule JV of M/N such that p is the annihilator of all nontrivial

submodules of JV. It follows that JV is a tertiary submodule of M if and only if

the set of primes belonging to JV in M consists of exactly one element.

If A is a commutative Noetherian ring, we have mentioned that the tertiary

submodules coincide with the primary ones. The above list can then be translated

into the basic facts of the usual primary decomposition theory by simply re-

placing "tertiary" by "primary," "ter" by "rad," etc. Note that the primes

belonging to JV in M receive a simpler characterization: they are simply those

primes which are the annihilators of nonzero elements of M/N. This is shown

by the following computation. Let p be a prime belonging to JV in M; i.e., p is

the annihilator of all nontrivial submodules of some nontrivial submodule JV

of M/N. Let xeÑ. Then p = Ann Ax = Annx. Conversely, if p=Annx, set

JV = Ax, and let £ be a nontrivial submodule of JV. Then S = bx for some ideal

b in A, and we have r>S = pbx = bpx = (0), so that p £ Ann S. On the other

hand, if aS = 0, then ábx = 0, and so ah £ p. Since bx # (0), b $ p, and thus

since p is prime, o £ p. Hence Annbx£p, and we conclude that p =Ann£.

Thus p is the annihilator of all nontrivial submodules of Ax, and hence p belongs

to JV in M.

Now we give the axiomatic development of the tertiary theory.

Let A be a Noetherian ring, and C an admissible category for decomposition

theory. If (M,N)eC, we define T(M,N) to be the set of all ideals p in A which
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have the following property: there is a nontrivial submodule Ñ of M/N such

that p is the annihilator of all nontrivial submodules of Ñ. T is obviously a co-

variant functor from C to the category of sets of ideals in A. We remark that

the elements of T(M/N) are prime ideals (for peT(M/JV), let ob £ p, b^p.

Let p = Ann JV' for all nonzero submodules JV' of JV. Then obJV = (0), hÑ# (0),

so that d£AnnbJV = p).

Proposition 3.1 shows that if M ^ (0), the maximal annihilating ideals for

M/N are elements of T(M/N); thus T(M/N) = 0 if and only if M = JV. It is

also clear that if M = \JXMX is the union of a totally ordered family of sub-

modules Ma, each containing JV, then T(M/N) = [J T(MJN). In order to show

that Tis a predecomposition theory on C, we have only to prove:

Lemma 3.2. If 0-»M' -» M->M"->0 is an exact sequence, with MeC,

then T(M') £ T(M) £ T(M') u T(M").

Proof. It suffices to prove that if a 6 T(M),a¿ T(M'), then ae T(M"). Let

a e T(M), a i T(M'). There is a submodule JV of M such that a = Ann JV' for all

nontrivial submodules JV' of JV. Suppose that N C\M' ^ (0). Then JV nM' is a

nontrivial submodule of JV so that o = Ann JV " for all submodules JV " # (0) of

JV nli'. But since N r\M' is also a nontrivial submodule of M', this gives

a e T(M'), contrary to our assumption. Hence JV nM' = (0), and JV is isomorphic

to a submodule of M". Hence aeT(M").

We conclude that T is a predecomposition theory on C. It is immediate from

the definition that T satisfies property (P), and is therefore a decomposition

theory on C. Further, the elements of T(M/N) are annihilating ideals for M/N,

and contain the annihilator, Ann M/N, of M/N, so that T is normal, according

to the definition of §5. Thus T is a normal decomposition theory on C.

Corollary 3.3. Assume that C is an admissible category of pairs of finitely

generated modules. Then the decomposition theory T coincides with the Lesieur-

Croisot theory of tertiary decomposition.

Proof. If MeC, we have seen that the primes belonging to (0) in M in the

tertiary theory are exactly the primes possessing the property used above to define

the elements of TiM). Further, a submodule JV of M is tertiary if and only if

there is a unique prime belonging to it. It follows that the elements of TiM) are

the primes belonging to (0) in M, so that the T-submodules of M are exactly

the tertiary submodules of M, and, finally that the tertiary decompositions of (0)

in M are exactly the T-decompositions of (0) in M.

In view of this result, we will call the decomposition theory T the tertiary

theory on C. The T-submodules will be called tertiary submodules.

If A is a commutative ring, the tertiary theory for finitely generated modules

reduces to the classical primary decomposition theory. In this case we may define
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T(M/N) to be the set of primes which are the annihilators of nonzero elements

of M/JV(3).

Apropos the primary theory, we could define, for any, not necessarily commu-

tative, Noetherian ring A, a predecomposition theory 8P by the same formula :

0>(M/N) is the set of those primes in A which are the annihilators of nontrivial

cyclic submodules of M/N. I have not been able to determine whether or not 5P

is a decomposition functor on the category of pairs of finitely generated modules

(equivalently, whether 8P verifies property (P)); if it is, then of course, in view of

the uniqueness theorem of §5, it will coincide with the tertiary theory.

We close this section with an example showing that the tertiary theory does

not always coincide with the primary theory, i.e., that tertiary submodules are

not always primary submodules.

Let ß denote the field of rational numbers, and define an algebra A over ß by:

et = eu e\ = e2, n2 = 0; eie2 = e2ei = 0; eYn = ne2 = n; net = e2n = 0. Then

A is the algebra of linear combinations a^ + a2e2 + a¿n; a¡eQ. It is a finite

dimensional algebra over Q, and is thus an Artin, and hence a Noetherian, ring.

The unit element is et + e2. By straightforward computation we find that: (1) Aex

= Qei, An = Qn, and Ae2 = Qe2 + Qn; (2) the ideals mt = Aet + An and

m2 = Ae2 are the only maximal (two-sided) ideals in A, and thus, since A is an

Artin ring, the only nonzero primes in A; (3)m2m! = (0), so thatm2 is an annihi-

lating ideal for A/A^; it follows by the maximality ofm2 that T(A/Ae1) = {m2};

(4) the radical of A/Aet is An =mj n m2, and m2 is an annihilating ideal for

A/Aex which is not contained in A« ; hence Aet is not a primary submodule of A ;

finally, the only left ideal containing A^ is ntj, so that Aet is certainly irreducible.

Thus Aet is a tertiary submodule of A, but not a primary submodule(4). In §6

we will discuss conditions under which tertiaries are primary.

4. Comparison of decomposition theories. Let C be an admissible category,

and T,Q two predecomposition theories on C. We say that T is stronger than Q

if for all (M, JV) e C, T(M/N) 2 Q(M/N). It is clear that if T is stronger than Q,

then all T-submodules of M are also Q-submodules, and that if (M, JV) is T-

finite, then it is also fî-finite.

Lemma 4.1. Let T be stronger than Q, and let (0) be a T-submodule of M.

Then (0) is also an Q-submodule of M and Q(M) = T(M).

Proof. If a e Q(M), then since T is stronger than Q, a e T(M). Since (0) is a

T-submodule of M,T(M) consists of a single element, and hence T(M) = {a}.

It follows immediately that Q(M) = {a}.

(•') See the remarks above following the list of basic results of the primary and tertiary

theories. This is the starting point of Auslander's axiomatic development in the commutative case.

(4) Curtis [10] uses the ring A of this example to show that in an arbitrary Noetherian ring^

an ideal (in this case, (0)) need not be an intersection of primary ideals.
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Proposition 4.2. Let T,il be predecomposition theories for C, and suppose

that T is stronger than ii. If T is a decomposition theory for C, then ii (M/N)

= TiM/N) for all T-finite elements (M, N)eC.

Proof. It suffices to take JV = (0). Thus, let M be a T-finite module in C.

Let Mi,...,Mk be a T-decomposition of (0) in M. The M¡ are T-submodules of

M, and hence, since T is stronger than ii, are also ii-submodules of M. By the

lemma, Q.(M/M¡) = T(M/M¡), ¿ = l,...,fc. It follows by Proposition 1.1 that

the Mi, ...,Mk are an ii-decomposition of (0) in M. Then by Proposition 1.2 we

have:

ii(M) = {T(M/MA,...,T(M/Mk)} = T(M).

Corollary 4.3. Assume that A is a Noetherian ring and that C is an admis-

sible category of pairs of finitely generated modules. Let T, ii be two predecompo-

sition theories on C, and suppose that T is stronger than ii. Then ifT is a decom-

position theory, so is ii, and moreover, T = ii.

Proof. By Corollary 2.5, T satisfies property (P), and thus by 2.4 the elements

in C are T-finite. Then by the previous proposition we have Ci(M/JV) = T(M/N)

for all (M,N) e C.

In particular, any two decomposition functors on the category of finitely

generated modules which are comparable, in the sense that one is stronger than

the other, must be equal. This fact could be used to give another proof that in

the commutative case, the primary and tertiary theories coincide.

5. Normal decompositions. Uniqueness of the tertiary theory. Let C be an

admissible category for decomposition theory. A predecomposition theory T

on C is called normal if for each (M,N)eC, the elements of T(M/N) (1) are

annihilating ideals for M/N, and (2) contain the annihilator of M/N, i.e., if

a e T(M/N), then aM = (0) for some nontrivial submodule M of M/N, and

Ann M/N £ a.

The following lemma is a direct abstraction of a basic result in the tertiary

theory (cf. the remark following Definition 1.1 in [2]).

Lemma 5.1. Let T be a normal predecomposition theory on C and let MeC.

If (0) is a T-submodule of M, with T(M) = {a}, then for any submodule P of M,

Pn(0:a) = (0)^P = (0),

where 0: a = {x e M \ ax = (0)}.

Proof. Let JV = 0 : a. Suppose that PnN = (0), and P # (0). Then T(P)

= {a}, also, and a is an annihilating ideal for P. Let JV' = {x eP\ ax = (0)}.

Then JV' ? (0), and aJV' = (0), Hence JV' £ JV, and so JV' £ Pn N = (0). This

is a contradiction. Hence P = (0).
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Lemma 5.2. Let pl,...,pk be prime ideals in A, and let I be a left ideal

contained in the union of the p¡, i.e., l£pxU ... Upt. Then I is contained in

one of them; I £ p¡, for some i.

Proof. This lemma is well known in the commutative case. The present proof

is the same as that given in [9, Vol. I, p. 215].

We may suppose that p¡ £ Pj for i # j. Suppose the proposition false. Set

I¡ = I Opj n... npj n... Opt. We may assume that I # (0). Then l¡$p¡;

i = l,...,fc, since, otherwise, (pt n ... np¡ n ... OpJ n I £ p;, and then, since

I is a left ideal, (px n... np¡ n... npk)-1 £ p¡; the fact that p; is prime then

gives pj n ... np¡ n... npk £ p¡; and this leads to a contradiction of the fact

that no p contains another. Choose J¡ # 0 in 1¡, /¡ep;. Then lt + ... + lkel, and

it is easy to see that lt + ... + lk is not in px U... Upt. This is a contradiction

to the fact that I £ Pi U ... Upt, and proves the lemma.

Lemma 5.3. Let T be a normal predecomposition theory on the admissible

category C. Let (0) be a T-submodule of MeC, with T(M) = {p}. Then an

ideal a in A is an annihilating ideal for M if and only if a £ p. An element x

in A is an annihilating element for M if and only ifxep.

Proof. By considering the ideal generated by x, we see that the second part

of the proposition follows from the first. If a £ p then by the normality of T,p

is an annihilating ideal for M so that a is, too. Conversely, suppose that a is an

annihilating ideal for M. Let a N' = (0), JV' ¿ (0).

By 5.1, JV' n (0 : p) # (0); thus o(JV'n (0 : p)) = (0), and o £ Ann (JV' n (0 : p)).

Since T(N' n0 :p) = {p}, and since T is normal, we have Ann(JV' n0 :p)£ p.

Hence a £ p, and the proposition is proved.

Proposition 5.4. Let T be a normal decomposition theory on an admissible

category C. Let (M,N)eC be T finite. Then the two following statements are

equivalent.

(a) a £ p for some p e T(M/N) ;

(b) a is an annihilating ideal for M/N.

If, further, the elements of T(M/N) are prime ideals, then each of the pre-

ceding statements is equivalent to:

(c) a consists entirely of annihilating elements for M/N.

Proof. It is sufficient to assume that JV = (0). Let M, O... nMt be a T-

decomposition of (0) in M, and let T(M/M¡) = {p,}, i = 1, ...,k. If a £ p, for

some peT(M), then by the normality of T, a is an annihilating ideal for M.

This proves (a) => (b). If a is an annihilating ideal for M, then a is also an anni-

hilating ideal for some M/M¡. Then by 5.3, o £ p¡. Thus (b) => (a). Suppose that

the elements of T(M) are primes, and let a be an ideal consisting entirely of anni-

hilating elements for M. Let xea. Then the ideal generated by x is an annihilating
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ideal for M, and by the equivalence of (a) and (b), we have x e p, for some p 6 T(M).

This shows that o Ç JJ{p|peT(M)}. Since T(M) is a finite set of prime ideals,

we conclude by 5.2 that a £ p for some p e T(M). Thus (c) => (a). That (b) => (c)

is clear. The proposition is proved.

Remark. It follows immediately that if T is a normal decomposition theory,

and (M, JV) is T-finite, the set of annihilating elements for M/N is precisely the

union, U {p | p e T(M/N)}, of the elements in T(M/N).

Specializing to the tertiary case, we obtain the result mentioned at the begin-

ning of §3 :

Corollary 5.5. Let A be a Noetherian ring and M a finitely generated A-

module. A left ideal a in A is an annihilating left ideal for M if and only if a

consists entirely of annihilating elements for M.

Proof. The tertiary theory is normal, and the elements of T(M) are prime

ideals. Then 5.4 applies.

Remark. In [1] Lesieur and Croisot define the concept of primal left ideal.

Their definition, adapted to modules, reads as follows: a submodule JV of M is

a primal submodule if, whenever XiA1ml £ JV,..., xkAmk £ JV, for elements

Xi,...,xÄeA and mL, ...,mkeM, m¡$N, i = l,...,k, then there exists an element

meM, m$N, such that x¡Am £ JV, / = 1, ...,fc. This is equivalent, in our ter-

minology, to: if xl,...,xk are annihilating elements for M/N, then Ax, + ...

+ Axk is an annihilating left ideal for M/N. Corollary 5.5 shows then that for

A a Noetherian ring, and M finitely generated, all proper submodules of M are

primal.

Lemma 5.6. Let T, ii be two normal decomposition theories on an admissible

category C. Suppose that T(M/N) = {a}, for an (M,N)eC, and that ii(M/JV)

is finite. Then aeii(M/JV).

Proof. By the normality of T, o is an annihilating ideal for M. Thus by 5.4,

applied to ii, o £ p for some p e ii(JVf/JV). By the normality of ii, this p is an

annihilating ideal for M, and, again by 5.4 applied to T, p £ a. Thus a = p, and

aeii(M/JV).

Proposition 5.7. Let T be a normal decomposition theory on an admissible

category C; and suppose that T satisfies property (P). IfQ. is a normal decom-

position theory on C, then T(M/N) £ ñ(M/N)for all Q-finite iM,N).

Proof. Let (M, JV) be ii-finite, and let a 6 TiM/N). By property (P) there is a

nonzero submodule M' of M such that M' contains JV, and TiM'/N) = {a}.

By the preceding lemma, a e íi(M'/JV). Thus a e ii(M/JV) and T(M/N) £ ii(M/JV).

If we combine this last result with Proposition 4.2 we obtain a uniqueness

theorem for normal decompositions.
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Theorem 5.8. Let T, Q be two normal decomposition theories on an ad-

missible category C. If T satisfies property (P), then T(M/N) = Q(M/N) for

all Çl-finite elements (M, JV) of C.

Corollary 5.9. Let A be a Noetherian ring and C an admissible category of

pairs of finitely generated A-modules. If T, Í! are two normal decomposition

theories on C, then T(M/N) = Q.(M/N)for all (M,N) e C, i.e., T = £2.

In view of the fact that the tertiary theory is normal, we have immediately:

Corollary 5.10. Let Abe a Noetherian ring and C an admissible category of

pairs of finitely generated modules. Then the tertiary functor, T, is the unique

normal decomposition theory on C.

Goldie [4, p. 127] raises the question as to whether the tertiary theory is the

only one which "provides all salient features of an ideal theory" in the sense of

the classical theory in commutative Noetherian rings. Corollary 5.10 shows

that the answer to this question is 'yes>' at least if one grants, and this quite

reasonable, that one of the salient features of the commutative theory is that it

is normal.

6. Primary decompositions. The Artin-Rees property. Let T be a predecom-

position theory on the admissible category C, and let (M,N)eC. We say

that JV is a T-primary submodule of M if (1) JV is a T-submodule of M, and

(2) if T(M/N) = {a}, then ahM £ JV for some non-negative integer n. A pre-

decomposition theory T is said to be a primary predecomposition theory if each

T-submodule of a T-finite module M e C is a primary submodule of M.

If C is an admissible category, and T a predecomposition theory on C, a module

M e C is said to be an Artin-Rees module (relative to T) if M is T-finite, and has

the Artin-Rees property, i.e., for each ideal a in A, each submodule JV of M,

and each nonnegative integer n, there is a nonnegative integer h(n) such that

a'"n)MnJV£o"JV(5).

Theorem 6.1. Let T be a normal decomposition theory on the admissible

category C. Suppose that whenever MeC is T-finite, M/M' is also T-finite for

all submodules M' of C. Then a T-finite element M of C is an Artin-Rees module

relative to T if and only if the T-submodules of M are T-primary.

Proof. Let M 6 C be an Artin-Rees module, and let JV be a T-submodule of M

with T(M/JV) = {a}. Since T is normal, a is an annihilating ideal for M/N. Set

(5) This is the form in which Lesieur and Croisot state the Artin-Rees property. The more

usual form, to which it may be shown to be equivalent, is: for each ideal a in A, and each sub-

module Nof M, there is a non-negative integer / such that a." M C\ N= Cl"''(0* M r\N), for all

n ^ t. The Artin-Rees theorem [11, p. 2-04] states, in our terminology, that a finitely generated

module over a commutative Noetherian ring is an Artin-Rees module.
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M' = N :a = {xeM\a-x £ JV}. Consider the submodule aM'. Since M is an

Artin-Rees module, there is an n such that a"M nM' ^ ctM's N. By Lemma 4.1,

then, a"M £ JV. Thus JV is T-primary. Conversely, suppose that the T-submodules

of M are T-primary, and that M is T-finite. Let a be an ideal in A, JV a submodule

of M, and n a non-negative integer. Set JV' = a"JV. Then a"(N/N') = (0) so that

o" £ Ann N/N'. It follows from the normality of T that a £ b for all b e

T(N/N'). By assumption M/JV' is T-finite so that (0) has a T-decomposition in

M/N'. Applying Proposition 1.6 we see that there is a submodule R of M such that

JV' = R nN and TÍM/.R) = T(JV/JV'). Thus for all beT(M/R), a" £ b. Since

N/N' is T-finite, M/R is, too. Let Mu ...,Mk be a T-decomposition of R in M,

and let T(M/R) = {bu... ,b*}, where b¡ = T(M/M,). Then a" £ b¡ for each i.

Since the M¡ are T-submodules of M, the assumption that they are T-primary

implies that (an)h'M £ M¡ for some h¡, each ». It follows that there exists an h such

that anhM £ JV^ n ... r\Mk = R. Then a'*M nJV£RnJV = JV' = a"JV, and thus

M is an Artin-Rees module. The theorem is proved.

If A is a Noetherian ring and C an admissible category of pairs of finitely

generated modules, we have seen that the tertiary theory T is the only normal

decomposition theory on C. In this case the hypothesis of the theorem is auto-

matically satisfied, since all elements of C are T-finite. Thus we may conclude

that a finitely generated module M is an Artin-Rees module if and only if the

tertiary submodules of M are T-primary. Further, the following lemma charac-

terizes the T-primary submodules as exactly the primary ones.

Lemma 6.2. JV is a T-primary submodule of M if and only ifN is a primary

submodule of M.

Proof. Suppose that JV is a T-primary submodule of M, and let a be an annihi-

lating ideal for M/N. Then if T(M/N) = {p}, we have a £ p, and hence aHM £ JV

for some h. Thus ah £ Ann M/N and so a £ rad M/N. Thus JV is a primary

submodule of M. Conversely, suppose that JV is a primary submodule of M.

Let p = rad M/N, and let a £ T(M/N). Then a is a prime ideal containing

Ann M/JV, by the normality of T, and hence a 2 rad Ann M/JV=p. Thus a.2p for

all a e T(M/N). On the other hand, each a e T(M/N) is an annihilating ideal for

M/N, and thus since JV is primary, a £ p for all a e T(M/N). Hence T(M/N)

= {p}, and JV is a tertiary submodule of M. Since JV is primary, the condition

a'1 £ Ann M/JV holds for some h, and we conclude that JV is T-primary.

We have as corollary the following result of Lesieur-Croisot [2, Théorème 3.3,

Corollaire] (6).

(6) This remarkable result of Lesieur-Croisot was the inspiration for the analysis presented

in this section. Our Theorem 6.1 is in statement and proof a direct abstraction of the Lesieur-

Croisot theorem. It seems to be of some interest that the connection given by 6.1 between the

Artin-Rees property and primary decomposition theory subsists on what seems to be a rather

general level.
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Corollary 6.3. Let A be a Noetherian ring and C an admissible category

of pairs of finitely generated A modules. Then MeC is an Artin-Rees module

if and only if the tertiary submodules of M are primary.

Thus T is a primary decomposition theory (i.e., for MeC, the tertiary

submodules of M are primary) if and only if the modules MeC are Artin-

Rees modules.

The following proposition summarizes several equivalent conditions for this

situation.

Lemma 6.4. 1/ NUM2 are T-submodules of M with T(M/M¡) = T(M/M2)

= {a}, then N=M1C\M2 is also a T-submodule of M with T(M/N) = {a}.

Proof. We have an obvious monomorphism 0->M/N->M/Mi ®M/M2,

giving immediately T(M/N) £ T(M/Mt ®M/M2) = T(M/Mi)KJ T(M/M2) = {a}.

Proposition 6.5. Let A be a Noetherian ring, C a category of pairs of fin-

itely generated A-modules, and T the tertiary decomposition theory on C.

Then the irreducible submodules of an MeC are tertiary submodules, and the

following statements are equivalent:

(a) if(M,N)eC and JV is an irreducible submodule of M, then JV is a prim-

ary submodule of M;

(b) for (M,N)eC, JV is a finite intersection of primary submodules of M;

(c) T is a primary decomposition theory;

(d) the elements of C are Artin-Rees modules.

If, further, A is an element of C (considered as a left module over itself),

then each of the above is equivalent to:

(e) A is an Artin-Rees module.

Proof. Since M is Noetherian, each submodule of M may be written as a finite

intersection of irreducible submodules of M. Since Pis a decomposition theory, and

the elements of C are T-finite, we see easily that irreducible submodules are tertiary

submodules. These observations show that (a) => (b), and also that (c) => (a). To

show that (b) => (c), let (M,N) e C, and suppose that JV is a tertiary submodule

of M. We have to show that JV is a primary, or equivalently, a T-primary sub-

module of M. Let N=Mi n... C\Mk be a finite intersection for JV of primary

submodules of M. We want to show that the set Mu...,Mk contains a tertiary

decomposition of JV in M. It will then follow, since JV is a tertiary submodule,

that this decomposition consists of a single M¡, and hence that JV is primary in

M. To begin with, we may assume that no proper subset of the M¡ has JV for

its intersection. If T(M/M¡)¿ T(M/Mf), for i^j, then by definition the M¡

constitute a tertiary decomposition of N in M. Otherwise, we have for example

T(M/Mi) = T/(M/M2) = {ai}, say. By Lemma 6.4, M[ = Mt OM2 is a tertiary

submodule of M  and   T(M/Mi) = {ax}. Consider the  intersection   JV = M\
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C\M3 n... CiMk. Repeated application of the lemma in the manner just de-

scribed will yield the desired tertiary decomposition of JV. Thus (b) => (c). We

have already seen that (c) and (d) are equivalent. To finish the proof we have

only to show, assuming that A e C, that (d) and (e) are equivalent. That (d) => (e)

is obvious, since A e C. Suppose that A is an Artin-Rees module. We show first

that any finitely generated free A-module is an Artin-Rees module. For this it

suffices to show that if M,N are Artin-Rees modules, then M © JV is, also. Let

R be a tertiary submodule of M © JV. Then M n R is a tertiary submodule of M,

by Lemma 1.3, and JV OR is a tertiary submodule of JV. Since M,N are Artin-

Rees modules, there exist h,k such that ahM £ M O R, akN £ JV O R, where

a - T((M © N)/R) = TiM/M nR) = T(N/N n R) (these equalities hold by

1.3).  Then

am«x(M) -(M Q) N) ç(M nR)®(N r\R) ç R.

Thus R is T-primary, and hence primary, and it follows that M © JV is an Artin-

Rees module. We have proved that finitely generated free modules are Artin-

Rees modules. Now let MeC. Then M is a quotient of a free module; suppose

we have an exact sequence 0-*K-*F-*M-*0 where F is finitely generated

and free. If M' is a tertiary submodule of M there corresponds to M' a tertiary

submodule F' of F such that T(F/F') = T(M/M') = {a}. Since the tertiary sub-

modules of F are primary, there is an h such that ahF £ F'. Hence a'M £ M',

and M' is T-primary. Hence M' is primary, and this proves that the tertiary

submodules of M are primary. Hence M is an Artin-Rees module. Thus all M e C

are Artin-Rees modules, and we conclude that T is a primary decomposition

theory. This proves (d) and the proposition.

Murdoch [5, p. 57] has raised the question as to when the ideals in a ring may

be written as finite intersections of primary ideals. This problem is also con-

sidered by Tominaga [6] who solves it by giving a set of necessary and sufficient

conditions for this to be the case. We have not specifically considered two-sided

ideals in this paper, but it would not be difficult to adapt our methods to give

the following alternative solution : The ideals in a Noetherian ring A can be writ-

ten as finite intersections of primary ideals if and only if A has the Artin-Rees

property for two-sided ideals, i.e., given ideals a, b in A, and a non-negative

integer n, there is another non-negative integer h(n) such that ahM O b £ u"b(7).

We will give here the solution of the analogous problem for left ideals. Thus:

Proposition 6.6. Let A be a Noetherian ring. Then the left ideals in A may

be written as finite intersections of primary left ideals if and only if A has

the Artin-Rees property, i.e., is, as left module over itself, an Artin-Rees module

(relative to the tertiary functor T).

(7) All of the tertiary decomposition theory may be adapted to the case of two-sided ideals.

Cf. [1, pp. 22-07, ff.].
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Proof. Since A is a Noetherian ring, it is T-finite, considered as an element

of the category of all pairs of finitely generated A-modules. If the left ideals

in A are finite intersections of primary left ideals, then the tertiary left ideals

are primary, and thus A is an Artin-Rees module. Conversely, if A is an Artin-

Rees module, 6.5 gives immediately that for any pair (M,N) in the category of

all pairs of finitely generated A-modules, JV is a finite intersection of primary

submodules of M. Taking M = A, we conclude that any left ideal in A may be

written as a finite intersection of primary left ideals.

Curtis [10] defines a ring with Noetherian ideal theory as being one having

the ascending chain condition on (two-sided) ideals, in which each ideal may

be written as a finite intersection of primary ideals. We will say, more generally,

that a Noetherian ring A is a classical ring, if each submodule of a finitely gen-

erated A-module M may be written as a finite intersection of primary sub-

modules of M. Thus A is a classical ring if and only if it has the Artin-Rees pro-

perty. In this connection we remark that the ring A defined at the end of §3

is (because of the fact that it contains nonprimary, irreducible left ideals) an

example of a Noetherian ring which is not a classical ring. Curtis gives some

examples of "classical" rings (in his sense), and shows that for such rings the

Krull intersection theorem is valid. In the next section we will consider these

matters briefly; we finish up the present section with an application of our re-

sults to commutative rings.

Part of the statement of 6.2 is that the primary submodules of an MeC are

tertiary. Corollary 6.3 shows that the converse holds if and only if M is an Artin-

Rees module. Applying this to the case of a commutative ring, we obtain, proving

first that in this situation tertiary submodules are primary, a purely "ideal-

theoretic" proof of the so-called Artin-Rees theorem.

Lemma 6.7. Let A be a commutative, Noetherian ring, and C an admis-

sible category of pairs of finitely generated modules. Then for (M,N)eC,

JV is a tertiary submodule of M if and only if JV is a primary submodule of M.

Proof. We have remarked that if JV is a primary submodule, it is also a

tertiary submodule. Conversely, suppose that JV is a tertiary submodule of M.

Since A is commutative, the irreducible submodules of M are primary submod-

ules (8), and hence T-primary by 6.2. Thus by Proposition 6.5, T is a primary

decomposition theory on C. Hence JV, being a tertiary submodule, is T-primary,

and thus primary.

Corollary 6.8. (Artin-Rees theorem). Let A be a commutative Noetherian

ring. Then the finitely generated A-modules are Artin-Rees modules.

(8) This is well known in commutative ring theory. The proof may be found in [9, Vol. 1,

Lemma 2, p. 209]. It is worth remarking that this is only point in the development of commutative

ideal theory (at least through the basic results dealing with existence, uniqueness, etc., of primary

decompositions) at which the commutativity of the ring needs to be used.
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7. Classical rings. Concluding remarks. We begin with some examples of classi-

cal rings.

The commutative Noetherian rings are, of course, classical rings. Somewhat

more generally, any Noetherian ring in which all ideals are two-sided is a classical

ring, for the assumption that the ideals are two-sided implies that xA = Ax for all

x € A ; this fact implies that a left ideal I in A is primary in our sense if and only if

it is primary in the usual sense, viz. xy e I, x^I => some power of y is in I. Then

the proof of [14, Lemma 3, p. 21] goes through without change to show that the

irreducible ideals in A are primary. If A is a classical ring and T a factor ring of A,

then T is also a classical ring. If A is classical, then any full matrix ring T over A

is a classical ring; this may be easily verified, via the Artin-Rees property, by

using the fact that the (two-sided) ideals in the n x n matrix ring T = A„ are of

the form A = a„, where a is an ideal in A. In particular, if A is a commutative

Noetherian ring, the endomorphism ring of a finitely generated free A-module is

a classical ring. This is also a special case of the following more general result.

Proposition 7.1. Let R be a commutative, Noetherian ring, and A a central(9)

R-algebra, finitely generated as R-module. If the ideals in A come from its

center, i.e., if each ideal 31 in A is of the form 31 = A • a, with a an ideal in R,

then A is a classical ring.

Proof. Since R is Noetherian, and A finitely generated, A is a Noetherian

ring. Let31=Aa be an ideal in A, la left ideal in A, and n a non-negative integer.

A is a finitely generated P-module and I is an P-submodule of A. Since R is a

classical ring, there is, by the Artin- Rees property, an an integer h(n) such that aKn)

• A n I £ a" ■ I. Then (Aa)*w n 1 £ (Aa)*I, and 3I"(n) n I £ Wl, showing that A

has the Artin-Rees property.

Let A be a separable P-algebra, finitely generated as P-module, and let C denote

the center of A. It is known [12, Corollary 3.2] that the ideals in A come from C.

It follows, since A is Noetherian, that C is also a Noetherian ring, and hence,

being commutative, a classical ring. Proposition 7.1 shows then that A is a classical

ring. We have proved :

Proposition 7.2. If A is a separable, finitely generated algebra over the

commutative Noetherian ring R, then A is a classical ring.

If M is a finitely generated, projective P-module, R a commutative, Noetherian

ring, then A = HomR(M, M) is a finitely generated, separable P-algebra [12,

Proposition 5.1]. Thus A is a classical ring. This includes the case of the full matrix

rings over commutative Noetherian rings. Thus,

Corollary 7.3. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring, and M a finitely

generated projective R-module. Then the ring of endomorphisms of M is a

classical ring.

(9) That is, R is the center of A.
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Now let R be a Dedekind ring, S a central simple algebra over the quotient

field of R, and A a maximal order in 2 over R(10). It is known [13] that if S is a

full matrix algebra, A is the ring of endomorphisms of a finitely generated pro-

jective R-module. By 7.3 then, A is a classical ring. However, by a direct argument,

we may show that any maximal order over a Dedekind ring is a classical ring. Thus,

Proposition 7.4. Let R be a Dedekind ring, 2 a central simple algebra over

the quotient field ofR, and A a maximal order in £ over R. Then A is a classical

ring.

Proof. Let A be an ideal in A, and I a left ideal in A. For any integer n, we have

to find an integer h(n) such that AHn) nls4"'l. Since A is a maximal order,

and R is a Dedekind ring, A may be written uniquely as a product of powers of

prime ideals, A = P\l ...P°kk. Suppose that the Artin-Rees property holds when A

is a power of a single prime ideal. Then we assert that it holds for A = P"1... P£\

We illustrate the procedure for fc = 2; the same technique works for any

value of k. Namely, given n, choose h2(n) such that: p"*1™ n I £ P"22 -"I; then

choose hi(n) such that

p11'*lWnp,21,"l £ PÎ' "P22-"l.

Then, putting these two steps together, we have

Pj«*«w np^^^n I £ p¡lhíWríP22-"l £ P"1-nP22"l,

and setting h(n) = max [/tx(n), h2inj], this gives (using P n Q = P • Q)

(Pi'-P?2)*00 O I £ iPVPVyi

Thus it remains to be shown that if A = Pk is a power of a prime, then for

any n, and left ideal I, we can find hin) such that

pkh(n) p, T c P* " • I

Set p = P n R. Since A is a maximal order, P is the only prime ideal in A lying

above p. Thus the representation of the ideal Ap as a product of primes is of the

form Ap = P", for some non-negative integer a, and so (Ap)* = Pak. Now A is a

finitely generated R-module, and since R is a classical ring, there exists h'(n) such

that pw'(n)-Anl£p*n-I. Hence (Ap)**'w n I £ (Ap)*"!, and substituting Pka

for (Ap)1, we obtain

pkah'(n) p, J c p*a -"T e Pkn\

Setting hin) = a ■ h'(n), we have Pmn) O I £ P*"I, which is what we wanted to

prove.

Goldie [4,Chapter 6] shows that principal ideal domains are also classical rings,

in our terminology.

(10) Cf. [13] for the theory of maximal orders.
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We have seen in the example of §3 that not all Artin rings are classical rings.

Those which are have a particularly simple structure as the following characteri-

zation shows.

Proposition 7.5. Let A be an Artin ring. Then A is a classical ring if and

only if it is a direct sum of finitely many primary^1) Artin rings.

Proof. First of all, let S be a primary Artin ring. Then the radical JV of S is

the only prime ideal in S, and hence all left ideals in S are tertiary submodules

of S. Since JV is nilpotent, it is the radical of each proper two sided ideal of S,

and it follows that all left ideals are primary submodules of S. Thus S is a clas-

sical ring.

Any finite direct sum of primary Artin rings is then also a classical ring. Now

let A be a classical Artin ring. Let (0) = \x n ... n lk be a primary decomposition

of (0) in A. Let Pi = radA/Ii, i = l,...,fc, and let ft=AnnA/I¡, i= l,...,fc.
Then the Q¡ are themselves, as left ideals, primary submodules of A, with (0) =

ßi n... ngt, and Pf is the radical of Q¡ with P¡ # P¡ for i íj. Now the P,

being maximal ideals, are co-maximal in pairs. We assert that the various powers

of the P¡ are also co-maximal in pairs. For let P¡ ^ Pj, and suppose that P"

+ P/# A. Then Pa + P) is a proper ideal in A, and has a primary decomposition

in A. If P is a prime belonging to P¡ + P$ in A, then P ^ P} + P), and hence by

maximality, P = P¡ = P¡, a contradiction. Since P¡ is the radical of Q¡, we may

choose for each i an integer n¡ such that P?' £ Q¡. Then we have for i # j :

Qi + Qj > P"' + P'}' = A, showing that the Q¡ are also co-maximal in pairs.

The Chinese Remainder Theorem (12) then yields the isomorphism A = A/ß,

©... © A/ßt. The rings A/Q¡ are primary, Artin rings and the proposition is

proved.

Now we turn to the promised example (§2) of a predecomposition theory which

is not a decomposition theory.

Define, on the category C of finitely generated modules over the Noetherian

ring A, the functor Supp by the prescription : Supp M/N is the set of prime ideals

containing Ann M/N. It is easy to verify that Supp is a predecomposition theory

on C, and that it is stronger than the tertiary theory.

If Supp is a decomposition theory on C, then it will coincide with the tertiary

theory, by Corollary 4.3. We summarize several equivalent conditions for this to

be the case.

Proposition 7.6. Let A be a Noetherian ring, and denote by C the admissible

category of pairs of finitely generated modules. The following statements are

equivalent:

(") A primary ring is one which modulo its radical is a simple Artin ring.

( !2) The generalized version of this reads as follows : let A be any ring, and a i,..., a„ a set of

ideals in A which are co-maximal in pairs. If a = Ûi O ... n a», then the natural map

A/a-* A/ai e ... © A/a„ is an isomorphism onto. Cf. [4, Theorem 6.19, p. 114].
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(a) Supp is a decomposition theory on C;

(b) the prime ideals in A are maximal ideals, and the primes containing

AnnM/JV are annihilating ideals for M/N for all iM,N)eC;

(c) A is a classical ring in which the prime ideals are maximal;

(d) A is afinite direct sum of classical rings each of which has a single prime ideal.

Proof. Suppose that Supp is a decomposition theory on C. Then it satisfies

property (P) ; applying the latter to the submodule (0) of A, we see that Supp A

is just the set of primes in A, and then (P) implies that for each prime P, there is

a left ideal I such that P is the only prime containing Ann A/1. It follows that

the primes in A are maximal ideals. Further, Supp coincides with the tertiary

theory, by Corollary 4.3, so that in particular Supp is a normal decomposition

theory. Hence the primes in Supp M are annihilating ideals for M. This proves

that (a) => (b). Again, if Supp is a decomposition theory, and hence coincides

with the tertiary theory, let I be a tertiary left ideal in A, with T(A/I) = {P}.

Then Supp A/1 = {P}, and hence P is the only prime containing Ann A/1. Thus

rad A/1 = {P}, and it follows that I is a primary left ideal in A. Thus A is a clas-

sical ring; we have proved that (a) =s> (c). Now assume (b). It follows easily that

Supp M £ T(M), using the fact that the annihilating ideals for M are just the

ideals contained in an element of T(M), and thus that Supp M = T(M) for all

M. This proves that (b) => (a). To show that (c) => (b), let A be a classical ring

in which the primes are maximal. Let (M,N)eC and let P be a prime ideal

containing Ann M/N. Then P contains rad M/N. If PU...,P„ are the primes

belonging to JV in M, then rad M/N = Pt n ... O P„, A being a classical ring, and

thus P contains one of the P¡. By the maximality of P¡, this gives P = P¡, so that P

belongs to JV in M(13). Hence P is an annihilating ideal for M. This proves (b).

Finally, if A is a classical ring in which the primes are maximal, the proof of 7.5

shows that A may be written as a finite direct sum of classical rings, each of which

has a single prime ideal. Hence (c) => (d). That (d) => (c) is easy. The proposition is

proved.

The equivalence of (a) and (c), then, shows that the example presented at the

end of §3 is a ring in which Supp is not a decomposition theory. If A is a commu-

tative Noetherian ring, the condition that Supp is a decomposition theory, then,

is equivalent to the condition that the primes are maximal, and hence, using the

well-known fact that a Noetherian ring in which the primes are maximal has

minimum condition, to the condition that A is an Artin ring. I do not know

whether this same equivalence holds in general.

The equivalence of (b) and (c), together with Proposition 7.5 yields the following

result, which as far as I am aware has not appeared in the literature.

(13) This argument can be adapted to prove the following, a result well known in the

commutative case: if A is a classical ring, the minimal primes containing Ann M/N are

annihilating ideals foi MjN.
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Proposition 7.7. An Artin ring A is a direct sum of primary rings if and only

if the primes containing Ann M are annihilating ideals for M,for all finitely

generated A-modules M.

We finish the paper by showing that in a classical ring, the Krull "intersection

theorem holds (14).

Proposition. 7.8. Let Abe a classical ring and a an ideal in A. Set A = Q„a".

Then oA = A. Thus if a is contained in the radical of A we have fYa" = (0).

Proof. By the Artin-Rees property, there exists n(l) such that ahil) n A £ a • A.

Then A = a'l(1) n A £ a- A £ A, and A = a A. If a is contained in the radical

of A, it is well known that this last equality implies that A = (0).
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